SCULPTOVAL

CAROLE FRANCK has created and launches a daily skincare focused on age-related
thickening of the facial skin, from plants known for their efficiency. Sculptoval
redefines cheeks and reduces double chins. It lifts and firms up facial contours.
Smoothing the neck and redefining the face for a younger appearance.
TONING
Sculptoval contains a complex of plants with slimming properties including sacred
lotus, centella asiatica, which is certified organic and the essential oil of cedar. This
complex has a toning effect and redefines the jaw line.
LIFTING
The very cool sensation helps to create vaso-constriction effect and refines the skin
texture. Sculptoval has an immediate firming effect which is prolonged.
FIRMING
The skin is more toned and firmer thanks to extracts of clover and water horsetail
which work in partnership to improve elasticity.
Ref. C149 - 30ml glass pump bottle
INDICATION
The application of Sculptoval provides a pleasant sensation of freshness and an
immediate prolonged lifting effect, smoothing the neck and redrawing the contours
of the face to create a younger appearance.
* Without paraben and silicone
RECOMMENDED for
All skin types.
INGREDIENTS & BENEFITS
REFINING ACTION: For a redefined shape
SACRED LOTUS
Improve the cutaneous microcirculation, so facilities a glowing complexion, target
fats and prevent their appearance.
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CEDARWOOD ESSENTIAL OIL
Target fats and prevent their appearance.
CENTELLA ASIATICA (BIO-CERTIFIED)
It is used for draining and soothing action. It calms and gives a sensation of deep
well-being.
LIFTING ACTION: For a more youthful appearance and an immediate face-lift effect
XANTHAN GUM
It exercises a lifting and restructuring effect. The skin is smoothed and made look
younger resulting in a radiant complexion.
FIRMING ACTION: For a more toned complexion
MENYANTHES TRIFOLIATA
It stimulates the synthesis of collagen fibers and helps to slow their deterioration. It
brings vitality and firmness.
HORSETAIL (BIO-CERTIFIED)
An astringent and firming properties, helps in the regeneration of connective tissues
by improving tone and elasticity.
RESULT
SUCCESSFUL TRIALS*
Oval refined : 87%
Smoother neck : 88%
Instant lifting effect : 92%
* Successful trials were conducted over a 28 day period by 52 women, using the
product twice a day on the lower parts of the face and neck.
APPLICATION
Morning and evening. Before applying the Sculptoval lightly pinch the contour of the
face and neck. For a more intense treatment, you can use a special face massager.
Use the small rollers with continuous pressure to stimulate the skin. Do not use on the
eye contours.
Special face massages

Pinching movement

Light massage
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